
                                                                                                                               

BRAZIL-021 JIU-JITSU CAMP 2012

Brazil-021 Beyond Martial Arts... It’s a Lifestyle!

www.brazil021camps.com

http://www.brazil021camps.com
http://www.brazil021camps.com


                                                                                                                               

Dates: July 24 - August 02, 2012

Why tra
vel to

 Brazi
l with us? 

Anyone can travel to Rio de Janeiro, the Wonderful City, for business, for fun, to practice 

sports, to watch big events, to vacation with family, etc. Besides the typical issues associated 

with big cities, Rio is ready to fulfill anyone's dreams.

Most travelers
 come to the Wonderful City and go straight to the beach for a relaxing swim and a 

cold coconut water.  
They will be greeted

 by a smiling Carioca (a local) offering a chair for rent 

on the warm sand of Ipanema, Leblon or Barra beach. This is just the beginning.

A forest? An ocean? A Metropolis? 
Beautiful people? Friendly People? 
Yes, Rio has got it all.
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Experience the “Wonderful City”
Rio de Janeiro is surrounded by forest, ocean, buildings and watched over by the Christ Statue with its open 
arms. One feels at home from the first moment they enter the “Wonderful City”. This trip was prepared, not 
only to show off the traditionally significant spots in town (such as the Christ Statue and Sugar Loaf), but to 
guide you with the local touch. You will explore Rio as the locals do and experience where they go to have fun, to 
eat and to enjoy the city. Our group leader and professional guides will lead you to each destination with the 
requisite knowledge of where and when to go so you can safely experience the best of Rio. Welcome to Rio and 
live like a Carioca!

Your teammates in Brazil
Imagine how cool it is: travel to Brazil and roll with locals where the art was developed. Yes, it can be you! There 
are no boundaries when two people don their gi's and tie their belts. Jiu-Jitsu is Universal and you don’t need to 
speak another language to learn, enjoy, and have fun with it.
Brazil-021 in Rio de Janeiro is where everything started for Professors Andre Terencio and Hannette Staack.  
We will visit their clubs and roll with teammates and professors of all different belt levels, ages, and gender. 
This environment represents the pure BJJ, and our partners are waiting to spar and help improve your skill 
during your time in town.  
If your goal is to compete, you can participate in the one of the biggest Jiu-Jitsu tournaments in Rio de Janeiro, 
the Rio Open International Championship. Our exclusive transportation will drop you off at the venue in the 
morning and will return in the evening so you can focus on the competition with the support of your 
teammates from over all the world.
This program is customized for Brazil-021 students to experience Rio’s culture and BJJ at its source. Between 
the tours and the training, there are many breaks to relax around the hostel, drink some açaí, and enjoy life at 
the beach. All participants will receive an exclusive welcome kit on arrival and a signed certificate at the end of 
the camp during an amazing lunch at a Brazilian steak house.

The trip...



Dates: Itinerary:
Leave from 

hostel:
Get back to 
the hostel:

Tuesday
July/24

BJJ Session *07 pm *11pm

Wednesday
July/25

Visit to the Christ Statue
BJJ Session

*09am
*07pm

*01pm
*11pm

Thursday
July/26

*BJJ Session
BJJ Championship

*08am
*10am

*07pm

Friday
July/27

BJJ Championship
*BJJ Session

*08am
*04pm

*07pm

Saturday
July/28

Beach tour
BJJ Championship

*10am
*01pm

*08pm

Sunday
July/29

Tijuca Urban Forest tour
BJJ Championship
Pizza Restaurant

*11am
*03pm
*06pm

*10pm

Monday
July/30

Rio’s Old Town tour
BJJ Session

*10am
*07pm

*01pm
*11pm

Tuesday
July/31

Paquetá Island tour 
(BJJ and Tourism)

*12pm *10pm

Wednesday
August/01

Sugar Loaf or Paineiras
BJJ Session

*10am
*07pm

*02pm
*11pm

Thursday
August/02

BJJ Session 
Steak house lunch and trip 

ending ceremony
Rio International Airport

*08am
*12pm
*05pm

*10am
*02pm
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Trip details:

* If you will compete this day, the van will pick-you up at the hostel at 8am.
* Activities and dates are subject to change according to the weather.
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The hostel...

Leblon Spot is Rio's first designer hostel. In addition, it is the city's first hostel specifically conceived 
for that purpose. Everything here was thought through for your comfort. Close to a breathtaking beach, 
the lagoon, the main shopping centers, and the hottest bars, restaurants, and nightclubs, Leblon Spot 
was created for you to experience the best Rio has to offer.

WHAT IS INCLUDED:

All hostel accommodations (shared rooms);
All breakfasts;
All BJJ group sessions
Group leader and tour guide
Tours: Christ Statue, Sugar Loaf or Paineiras, 

Old Town, beach tour, hike and Paquetá Island;
Entrance fees during the tours; 
Exclusive transport to all scheduled activities; 
Welcome kit and certificate of participation at the 

camp;
Steak house lunch on the last day.

WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED:

All lunches and dinners;
Drinks/deserts at the steak house lunch;
All nightlife activities;
Exclusive transport to non-listed activities;
BJJ private classes; 
Extra activities: hang-gliding, surfing, yoga, 

etc; 
Airfare; 
Travel insurance.
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Next steps for your trip:

READY TO BOOK?
1. Make sure your passport is up to date. 

2. Reserve your flight with one of our partners or with a travel agent of your preference.

3. Get a travel insurance.

4. After receiving this brochure and filling out the form at the provided link, we will send 

you a credit card form.

5. Once your payment and your spot is confirmed, you will receive a Confirmation Letter 

with a great deal of additional information.

LIFETIME MOMENTS
In addition to the training, tourism and cultural exchange, we want to preserve your 

memories from this trip. Our photographer will be taking pictures, the group leaders will 

record short interviews with each one of you, and they will film highlights of this wonderful 

trip which will all be included in a trip portfolio. For copies and special requests talk to your 

group leader once you arrive in the “Wonderful City”.


